Correction of Frontal Plane Rotation of Sesamoid Apparatus during the Lapidus Procedure: A Novel Approach
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ABSTRACT

The Lapidus procedure affords correction of a multitude of first ray pathologic entities. When reconstructing the first ray using the Lapidus procedure, the relocation of the first metatarsal over the sesamoids with frontal plane rotation should be considered one of the key components. In the present technical report, we have described a bunion correction with emphasis on sesamoid reduction through indirect frontal plane manipulation. Our technique, borne from applied basic anatomy of the first metatarsophalangeal joint (MTPJ), uses intact soft tissues to reduce subluxed or dislocated sesamoids.

Surgical Technique

A 4- to 6-cm incision is made over the metatarsal cuneiform joint, and the tarsometatarsal ligaments are resected to expose and prepare the joint. The first tarsal metatarsal joint is destabilized, distracted, and prepared using a combination of a power saw, osteotome, mallet, drills, and picks to ensure good subchondral bone exposure. In contrast to the procedures of the past, dissection of the MTPJ is eliminated, just as is the resection of the medial eminence and the lateral release (Supplemental Video S1).

The reduction maneuver is performed by grasping the hallux and derotating the hallux out of the valgus in a varus direction, which places the nail plate in a neutral position, parallel with the ground. The surgeon then dorsiflexes the first digit while maintaining frontal plane alignment, enabling correction of the sagittal plane. The first metatarsal is put into adduction, and the surgeon’s thumb is used to put counterpressure on the first metatarsal head, thus correcting the transverse plane. This allows for the entire hallux, sesamoid, and first metatarsal head by manual reduction and ligamentotaxis provided by manipulation of the first proximal phalanx during the modified Lapidus arthrodesis can reliably reduce the sesamoids under the first metatarsal head, leaving the soft tissues intact. This differs from the translational approach, which relies on resection of the lateral soft tissue structures to translate into the transverse plane. Additionally, the standard techniques using typical anteroposterior radiographs provide static views of the deformity and do not foster consideration of the dynamic effects of the soft tissue around the osseous structures.

Many factors contribute to the maintenance of hallux abductovalgus (HAV) correction. Adequate alignment, soft tissue balancing, an atraumatic technique, appropriate fixation techniques, and postoperative protocols all play a role in a successful outcome. We describe a bunion correction with emphasis on sesamoid reduction through indirect frontal plane manipulation (Figs. 1 and 2). Our technique, borne from applied basic anatomy of the first metatarsophalangeal joint (MTPJ), uses intact soft tissues to reduce subluxed or dislocated sesamoids.

The sesamoid apparatus of the first MTPJ consists of the 2 sesamoids encased in a thick plantar plate and connected by an interosseous ligament. The sesamoids are connected to the first metatarsal head by a medial and lateral metatarsosesamoid ligament and suspensory ligaments and are connected to the first proximal phalanx by medial and lateral sesamophalangeal ligaments. The sesamoid apparatus is also enveloped on a nonarticular plantar surface by the extensor hallucis brevis, transverse and oblique segments of the deep transverse metatarsal ligament, and fibers of the plantar aponeurosis. The tibial and fibular sesamoids are true synovial joints with hyaline cartilage interfaces (1,2). Our surgical rational was anatomically based. Frontal plane rotation of the first metatarsal produces a 90° anterior transverse plane of the first metatarsal over the sesamoid bones with the first proximal phalanx during the modified Lapidus arthrodesis can reliably reduce the sesamoids under the first metatarsal head, leaving the soft tissues intact. This differs from the translational approach, which relies on resection of the lateral soft tissue structures to translate into the transverse plane. Additionally, the standard techniques using typical anteroposterior radiographs provide static views of the deformity and do not foster consideration of the dynamic effects of the soft tissue around the osseous structures.
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metatarsal complex to be rotated into a neutral position as 1 unit. The sesamoid correction can be observed under fluoroscopy (Figs. 3 and 4). The first tarsal metatarsal joint is pinned with a 2.0 Kirschner wire from dorsally and distally to plantarally and proximally.

If additional frontal plane rotation is needed, the Kirschner wire is backed out. An additional Kirschner wire is placed in the proximal metaphysis of the first metatarsal, perpendicular to the weightbearing surface, and used as a “joy stick.” The original Kirschner wire is then reintroduced for temporary stabilization from the distal first metatarsal into the cuneiform. A third Kirschner wire is introduced as a second point of fixation from the first metatarsal head into the second while applying abductory pressure to the first metatarsal joint.

---

**Fig. 1.** Preoperative radiograph.

**Fig. 2.** Preoperative radiograph.

**Fig. 3.** Intraoperative view after destabilization of the first tarsometatarsal joint and reduction of valgus rotation of the first metatarsophalangeal joint, with the sesamoids rotated into rectus alignment in the frontal plane.

**Fig. 4.** Intraoperative view after destabilization of the first tarsometatarsal joint and reduction of valgus rotation of the first metatarsophalangeal joint, with the sesamoids rotated into rectus alignment in the frontal plane.
metatarsal head. Kirschner wires are used to maintain the correction obtained by these additional maneuvers. Definitive fixation is achieved with a 3.5-mm cortical screw introduced with a lag technique in a “home-run” fashion, as described by Hansen (3). The screw should be as long as possible from anteriorly to posteriorly and should engage the posterior cortex of the medial cuneiform. Finally, a 6-hole combination locking/nonlocking plate is placed to function as a “large washer” in reducing the intermetatarsal angle with the lag screws and maintaining the correction with the locking screws (Figs. 5 and 6).

Discussion

The frontal plane component of HAV correction has recently received some attention. Dayton et al (4) recently stated that frontal plane malalignment is a key component of the HAV deformity and concluded that it must be addressed during correction to provide anatomic alignment of the first MTP. We agree with their statements and offer our technique for reliable reduction of an abnormal sesamoid position in HAV. The HAV deformity is essentially a subluxed joint that is malaligned because of instability and hypermobility. Rather than relying on soft tissue releases and capsular repairs, our technique has been based on the mechanics of ligamentotaxis and precise realignment of the bony segments. Resection of the first tar-sometatarsal joint enhances the ability to manipulate the first ray into the anatomic position, and stabilization is accomplished. Once the first metatarsal has been derotated and stress is off the soft tissues, the frontal plane will return to the natural anatomic alignment, and the position can be held by fusing the first tarsometatarsal joint.

The normal sesamoid position is a principle factor contributing to normal gait. The results of a 3-dimensional kinematic analysis in a cadaver model demonstrated that the sesamoid apparatus plays a significant role in the biomechanical function of the first ray and that less than optimal realignment of the apparatus can lead to adverse retrograde forces, with the increased possibility of recurrence (5).

Thus, the intraoperative sesamoid position should be evaluated during bunionectomy, regardless of the procedure selected, using either fluoroscopy or direct visualization.

The sesamoids are housed within an intricate network of ligaments, tendons, and capsular structures, all of which function as a
The traditional methods of sesamoid reduction have involved detaching the restraining structures of the first MTPJ. Various methods have included modifications of McBride’s soft tissue release and capsular augmentations, which rely on scar tissue formation to reduce bony deformities. Although this has historically been proved to reduce the first metatarsal head under the sesamoid apparatus, this technique relies solely on transverse plane motion. Inherently, this will not be an adequate reduction maneuver to reduce the first ray in all 3 planes. Our technique of using the soft tissue-retaining structures of the first MTPJ will also alleviate several postoperative concerns. No scar tissue will be formed along the joint. The gliding mechanism of the tendon structures about the MTPJ will be maintained. Also, there is no risk of staking the first metatarsal head, and hallux varus is less of a concern, because all the retaining structures about the first MTPJ are intact. Finally, no vascular or nerve concerns exist pertaining to the nutrient artery to the lateral first metatarsal head.

**Conclusion**

The present report details a technique for using the restraining structures of the first MTPJ rather than severing them. We have seen clinical evidence that the technique we have described is a viable option for correction. From our initial findings, this technique allows the soft tissue to be maintained, affording the patient a less-invasive procedure, with a lower risk of complications. An outcomes study is currently underway to further validate the effectiveness of our technique.

**Supplementary Material**

Supplementary material associated with this article can be found in the online version at www.jfas.org (doi:10.1053/j.jfas.2013.12.002).
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